VIABLE viticulture
By Ed Verrill
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here is a lot of rhetoric about sustainability in wine,
but when you look at the statistics, and remember that
getting grapes to grow, pressing and fermenting the juice,
then transporting it to the consumers that keep our industry
alive is all part and parcel of the agriculture industry, you
realise that people in glass houses probably shouldn’t throw
stones. The world is in a state, and our climate in dire straits.
Here in Australia, we’ve just had the worst fire season on
record, and there can be no denying that we humans are
largely to blame. It’s very easy to point the finger at big
industry and over-use of personal transport, but agriculture
represents one of the largest dangers to the planet out
there. In 2018, 9.9 percent of greenhouse gas emissions
came from farming alone.

The sustainability question sprang back to mind when I
was asked by a friend (who professes his wine knowledge to
be about as deep as a bargain bin) to name the best wine in
the world. I deflected that everyone’s taste is different, that
bang-for-buck should come into it and that everyone has
their personal biases anyway. But I also noted that tastes are
changing. Sustainability now features so heavily in how we
view producers and their finished products. Through social
media and the internet at large we are granted access to
anyone, anywhere, at the push of a button. We can no
longer ignore the backstory to how each bottle arrives
at the table. There are producers we have read about,
people we know, people we like, maybe who we
have visited and spent quality time with. The link
between product and consumer is now bound by
so much more detail. This depth of knowledge can
definitely make the wine taste that little bit better.
I thought about the winery at which I have spent
the most time, a place where as much effort goes
into looking after the environment as guiding juice
to wine, and realised that a major factor that
should be at the forefront of how ‘pleasing’ a wine
is, is not only how well people handle grapes,
but how they manage the whole ecosystem that
supports them.
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For two vintages in a row, I was lucky enough to work with a
producer whose careful touch in the winery is perfectly balanced
with as careful a touch as possible on the environment. The two go
hand-in-hand throughout the business and the results in shifting
towards more sustainable processes have been both revealing and
rewarding. After 25 years of conventional farming – relying on the
use of synthetic chemicals and fertilisers to manage the vineyard –
started to take its toll on the quality of their grapes, the Crittenden
family on the Mornington Peninsula found themselves digging in
the dirt for a more holistic approach. In their efforts to produce
fine wine without the environmental hangover, they have seen the
calibre of their crop skyrocket. They are now aiming for the stars,
to become a leading light for the way that viticulture should be
approached worldwide. The Crittendens ceased harmful chemical
and fertiliser use in the vineyard in 2008 and have since become
masters of muck.
The winery produces approximately 50 tonnes of marc every year
as a by-product of winemaking. The discarded skins and stalks are
rich in nitrogen, magnesium and other elements that are essential
to organic matter, so a huge component of high-quality fertiliser
is already on-site. While most wineries will pay to have it taken
away (and most likely dumped in land fill), the Crittenden
family is reaping the rewards of working with this nutrient
rich residue, so much so that they are also now taking it from
other local wineries. It is mixed in with locally-sourced horse
manure and straw or wood chips, turned once a month by
a digger to aerate it, and is then watered as needed during
the bacterial and fungal ferment into compost. There’s
no way they would ever be able to buy in this amount
of compost, which is why chemical alternatives are
invariably used elsewhere, but their natural preparation
has now become a vital ingredient in the surge in soil
health of the vineyard. For the past ten years, Rollo
Crittenden has been documenting a wide range of
parameters in the grapes to quantify the benefits of
their from the ground-up approach and, simply put, has
noticed ‘an impressive increase in the right stuff’. As
we all know, better grapes equals better wine.
In an endeavour to boost the vineyard ecosystem,
the estate has long been cycling inter-row cover crops
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and is an internationally recognised forerunner in researching
this field. They are constantly measuring the benefits of their
composting and green mulching in order to refine their processes.
Such dedication to understanding sustainability is rare; taking the
time to document it so that others can follow by example, even
rarer. Crittenden Estate is not only protecting their immediate
ecosystem by ditching chemical farming in favour of regenerative
management, but they are giving back to the very earth that grows
their grapes. To top it all, these healthy soils require a fraction of
the irrigation they once did.
This flows neatly into the topic of water; it always stunned me
how wasteful we can be in wineries. It’s all literally going down
the drain. There’s always a hose on somewhere, whether it’s for
irrigation, or cleaning, or more cleaning. Scarcity of water is a
real concern the world over and the question over how long we
can keep growing wines in regions that are drying up, bit by bit,
is an incredibly pertinent one. Every single drop that goes down
the drain at Crittenden is processed through an on-site water
treatment plant: ‘It was bloody expensive and it’s actually a bit of
a pain to run, but you’ve got to put the effort in where it counts’,
I recall Rollo relating to a clutch of visitors who were interested in
the whirring steel tank that sits at one end of the winery. The rest
of the water they use is either in the form of rainwater from a dam
or bore, and a small proportion comes from Melbourne. Even that
is recycled before arrival. Remember as well, that they are tapping
into this supply less frequently for irrigation as the vineyard finds
better equilibrium.
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The reductions also apply to their power. The introduction of
solar panels across the entire property has seen a 60% drop in
overall energy costs. Their work is not only reducing its toll on the
environment, but the bills at home too.
Sustainability runs deep in the Crittenden veins. Founding father,
Garry, has now passed the reins on to Rollo. In our last chat, he
informed me that he’s now busy with bees, after investing in hives
for the property to boost local colonies. As Rollo pushes the agenda
forward, the next generation is nipping at his heels. Rollo’s nineyear-old son, Oscar, has recently been recognised locally for his
campaigning to reduce ocean plastics, and the estate produced
a limited series of ‘Endangered’ Arneis to back up his efforts, a
proportion of its profits going to turtle rehabilitation sanctuaries.
Quality wine will always come at a cost, so reducing this cost to the
natural world should be a major concern of everyone involved in
the production and enjoyment of it. The accolades are stacking up
for the estate, which is always a pleasure to see, but this is personal.
Having witnessed first-hand their zeal to raise the bar year-on-year,
those in Crittenden Estate are true sustainability heroes.

Crittenden Estate - 25 Harrisons Rd, Dromana VIC
Open 7 days, 10:30am - 4.30pm
Ph: 5987 3800
crittendenwines.com.au
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